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1. Introduction. In 1960 Ericksen [1] introduced a simple theory of anisotropic fluids.
This theory differs from the classical theory of fluids in that the deformation of the material is
no longer solely described by the usual vector displacement field but requires in addition the
specification of a further vector field dh termed the director. Moreover, corresponding to this
increased kinematic flexibility new types of stress, body force and inertia are introduced.
Leslie [2], adopting the conservation laws of [1], formulated constitutive equations similar to
those considered by Ericksen and discussed the thermodynamical restrictions imposed by the
Clausius-Duhem inequality. Here we shall consider the case in which at each point the
director is constrained to remain a unit vector. Then the usual interpretation is to regard d{

as indicating a single preferred direction in the material (see for example [3]). It is thought that
the physical applications of this theory are likely to lie in such areas as polymeric fluids and
suspensions.

In the present note we shall consider the uniqueness of the solutions of the equations
governing the isothermal motions of an incompressible anisotropic fluid with a director of
constant (unit) magnitude. We assume that the fluid occupies a bounded region D of three-
space with a boundary 3D which is smooth enough to allow applications of the divergence
theorem. If we introduce the director velocity w( by

w, = d\,

where a superposed dot denotes material time differentiation, then the fluid velocity vt and the
director velocity w, satisfy the equations [2]

»i.i = 0, (1.1)

P"i = pFi ~ P,i + i«4 \ji + {<* i d, dj dk dp »(ttJ>) + a2(dj w, + t>[M] dj dk)

+asidi Wj+vlk>n dt dk)+a5 dj dk v(kJ)+a6 d{ dk vikJ)}j (1.2)

PiWi = p1Li-ydi-(a3-a2)lwi + v[kiildk']-(a6-cii)djV(jti) (1.3)

in the space-time cylinder D x [0,71, where T is a finite instant of time and

*><u) = K"u+ PJ .I)> vv.n = K»i,y - »;,.)•

Throughout this note we employ the usual convention of summing over repeated indices and a
subscript k following a comma indicates partial differentiation with respect to the space
variable xk. In equations (1.2) and (1.3), p denotes the (constant) density, pv is a positive
constant and Ft and Lt are the prescribed body forces. The unknown scalar functions p and y
are called the pressure and director tension, respectively, and they arise from the constraints of
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incompressibility and the director having a fixed magnitude. The coefficients <xl(i= 1,2,..., 6)
are constants which, from thermodynamical considerations, are restricted to satisfy the
conditions [2]

a5)2. (1.4)

For the purposes of this note it is convenient to introduce a new variable Q, termed the
rotational velocity and defined by

fif = eiJk dj wk, >*<, = eijk Clj dk (1.5)

where eijk denotes the alternating tensor. Employing (1.5)2) we can rewrite (1.2) as

{<x1di dj dk dp v(k<p)+a2(eipk Sip dj dk+vVkM d} dk)

i dk + vlKn dt dk)+a5 vW) dj dk + a6 p ( W ) d, dk}j (1.6)

and moreover, by multiplying (1.3) by ekJidj we obtain an equation that does not involve the
director tension y, namely,

Pi «i = Pi eijkdjLt-fa-^lni+eijkVipMdjdpl-fa-Xsfojk^pvdjdp. (1.7)

We shall restrict our attention to classical solutions which are assumed to exist in [0, T)
subject to prescribed initial conditions

t>,.(x,0)=/((x), di(x,0) = gi(x), *vj(x,0) = Ai(x) in 5 x 0 (1.8)

and, on dD x (0, T), prescribed boundary conditions of one of the following types:

vi(x,t) = Fi(x,t), Fini = 0, (1.9)

or, ifFj«(#O,

vi(x,t) = F^x,t), dfa,t) = Gfo,t), wl{x,t) = Hi(x,t), (1.10)

t) = Ji(x,t), (1.11)

where n{ are the Cartesian components of the unit normal to dD and d is the normal gradient
operator. In what follows we employ the familiar energy arguments to show that the fluid
motion in D is uniquely determined by the initial velocity, director and director velocity
together with one of the sets of boundary conditions (1.9), (1.10) or (1.11).

2. Uniqueness. We shall say that a continuously differentiable pair (vh dt) is a solution to
problem si if it satisfies the equations (1.1)-(1.3), the boundary conditions (1.9) and at t = 0
reduces to the conditions (1.8)j 2. Furthermore, if (vh dt) is a solution pair of problem si with
an associated rotational velocity Qf and the pair (v*, d*) a solution corresponding to the same
body forces Ft and L{ with rotational velocity Si*, then it is easily verified that the difference
fields

u, = »,-»,*, D^di-df, /i, = n,-n,* (2.1)
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satisfy the equations

,r = ~ PVj »u ~ P»tj UJ ~ (P,i ~ P*

jj+a3 Bj,j+a5 CUJ + a6 CJU (2.2)
and

Pi P-i,t = ~ Pi vj Hi ~ Pi n u UJ

p ~ eOk "[* J] (D* dP + DP d *)]

t*)], (2.3)
where

and a comma followed by a / indicates partial differentiation with respect to time, holding the
spatial variable fixed. Moreover, from the definitions (1.5) and (2.1), we deduce

Di DUt = eiJk ^ Dt dk - D ( D t J Vj - Dt Uj d*tJ. (2.4)

We are now in a position to establish the

THEOREM. If the coefficients a t (i = 1,2,..., 6) satisfy (1.4) but with the strict inequality
holding for (1.4), 2j3, then there is at most one solution of the initial value problem s/..

We first introduce the function JF(/) defined by

F(t) = (put Ui+PtHiHi+Di D^ dx,
Jo,

where the symbol D, indicates that the integral is to be taken over the region D at time t.
Differentiation using the boundary conditions (1.9) yields

F'(t) = 2 f (putUu+p^Hu+DtDfJdx.
Jo.

Consequently, on using the equations (2.2)-(2.4) and integrating by parts, we obtain

F'(t) = - 2 {put Uj v?U)+ia4 u,j Uij + a, u(U) Au+a2 uu Bu+a3 uu B}i + a5 uu Cu
Jo.

1fii Uj Clfj+(a3 - a2)|i,|>, - eijk ulpJ] dk dp - eijk v?pj:(Dk dp+Dp dk*)]

dp+Dp dfc*)]+Dt u ; dft}+eiJk nk Dt dj\ dx.
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Rearranging the terms, we can write

F'(0 = - 2 I {put Uj vfu)+pin, Uj Clfj+Uj Dt dfj+eiJk nk Dt d}

J(n*eipk + v?kA1)(Dj dk + Dk d*j)+a3 u,Jp; eJpk + v^)(Dt dk + Dk df)

Hi v*kdDJ dk + *>k dj) + <x6 uu «(*t>J)(D( dk+Dk d? )

- « 2 K v 5 j , eJpk(D, dk+Dk df)+(a6 - a5)^p v{UJ) e;pjk(Z)( dk+Dk df)

j}dx-2Q, (2.5)
where

Q = {^AUu"i,j+<xiu(tj)u(k,P)dtdjdkdp+(a5+tt6)uitj)u(kJ)d{dk
JDt

+(a2 + a 3 + a 6 - as)«(i,;) d, N y +(a 3 - u2)Nt N,} dx
and

We then proceed to obtain estimates for the terms in the braces on the right hand side of
(2.5). We let M be the generic notation for an upper bound and note that, although the
number M will differ for every estimate, nevertheless it is always possible to determine its size.
We employ weighted arithmetic-geometric mean and Schwarz's inequalities to obtain

f iMiuMF'{t) £ -2Q+

Here k is an arbitrary positive constant which is to be prescribed, while M depends on X and
the bounds off!* and the spatial derivatives of vf, d*, Cl* during [0, T].

Now, since a4 is assumed strictly positive, we can choose a value of X such that

is nonnegative. Moreover, if the inequalities (1.4) hold with a4 replacing oc4, then we can show
that (see [2], (5.8))

is nonnegative. Consequently, if we restrict ourselves to those materials for which the in-
equalities (1.4)1>2,3 hold strictly, we can deduce that

F(t) ^ MF(t).

Thus, by integrating from t = 0 to t = T using the initial conditions, we conclude that
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It follows that F(t) is zero for all te[O, T] and thus M( = n, = Dt = 0, so that the two flows are
identical. Moreover, since T is an arbitrary instant, we can conclude that the flows are
identical as long as they exist.

We remark that, in the preceding proof, the boundary condition (1.9)2 enabled us to show
that the surface integrals

(2.6)"iViUkVkdx, niViDkDk
JdD, JdD,

are zero. Clearly these integrals will also vanish with boundary data (1.10). Moreover, given
any surface, we can express the director velocity wt over the surface in terms of the surface
gradient operator dj and the normal gradient operator d, thus:

where ni is the unit normal to the surface, so that under data (1.11) the integrals (2.6) will again
vanish. Consequently the corresponding uniqueness theorems for data (1.10) and (1.11)
replacing (1.9) can be established.
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